
 

 

Sound & Video Contractor "AV Control Systems for 

Training and Education" Webcast Follow-up Q&A 

Following are several important questions submitted by participants in SVC's recent webcast that were not 

answered before the event finished. Presenter Bennett Liles recently reviewed them, and offered the 

following replies and suggestions. 

 
1. Roland's V-Mix system will allow you to control from a remote location connected to the 

LAN? 

The V-Mix system and the REAC protocol are truly amazing in what they can do. I haven’t had 

the pleasure of operating one myself, but I’ve been given a personal demo by a local dealer and 

seen it in action at Infocomm. 

 
2. Have you used Keydigital equipment in any of your installation applications 

I haven’t used any of Key Digital’s gear, but they sure have an incredible array of products. I’m 

particularly interested in the company’s KD-VP800. We have some applications that it just might 

fit well. 

 
3. What do you think of the new Touchlink panel from Extron? For rooms with lcd projector, 

video codec and 2 cameras.  

Extron’s Touchlink panels are just what I was hoping the company would introduce. They seem 

to read my mind! I took the programming course for the Touchlink panels earlier this year and 

really enjoyed putting them through their paces. Touchlink adds a new dimension to the Extron 

system capabilities. Touchlink would enable you to make such a system very easy to just walk in 

and use. 

 

  
4. Would you find Zigbee more reliable in high-traffic congestion areas better than RF? That’s 

going to be a very interesting area as more and more RF spectrum gets allocated for mobile 

broadband. One of Zigbee’s real pluses is cost. Whether it’s more reliable than other RF solutions 

in a given location really depends on the local traffic in the 915Mhz and 2.4Ghz bands. I really 

like some of the power saving features of recent Zigbee gadgets. I think there are going to be 

more applications for it coming up. 

 
5. Is using Cat-5 a good idea?  

Nothing wrong with good old Cat-5. It’s used extensively for signal extension in lots of AV 

systems. In fact, if you do get into a range problem with RS-232 control, you can get active 

extenders for that and they also carry VGA on another pair of the Cat 5. For long cable runs on 

AV installs it can save money on cabling but the downside is that the extension devices are 



usually active modules. They need power and that makes them subject to glitches now and then. 

The quality of Cat 5 extension gear varies widely between manufacturers. 

 
6. What is your favorite furniture/lectern/desk/rack configuration for a classroom with cables 

on the floor?  

Most of the classrooms I work in have podiums with a 5-foot by two-foot table next to it. The 

table can be moved for working on the system and it covers a floor pocket where the cables come 

out and are sleeved to go into the podium. That way, everything is protected from normal traffic 

but can be uncovered easily. I really hate the credenzas in the president’s conference rooms. 

Stuffing those with DVD players, processors and switchers all stacked on top of one another is a 

really bad idea. 

 

 
7. Any solutions for IR control fluorescent lighting and sunlight interference? IR by wire is the 

way to go to beat any sort of optical problem. IR is also good for easy and quick driver setup. Of 

course, IR by wire pretty much does away with any mobility for the controller. If mobility is 

needed and there are optical problems such as these, RF is worth a look. 

 
8. What are the distance limits for RS-232, 422 and 485? The RS-232 spec is 20kbits for up to 

50ft. RS-422: 100kbits for up to 4000ft. RS-485: same as 422 but it can use multiple drivers as 

opposed to just one with RS-422.  

 

9. Can you use a standard cat5 cable (24 gauge) to extend your IR? You sure can. Several 

companies offer gear to do this. Have a look at this one. 

http://www.unicamgroup.com/downloads/3%20-

%20Audio%20Authority/Suppliments/1171%20-%20SixDrive%20HD%20Distribution.pdf 

 

10. From strictly an audio only standpoint, does a control system exist that will allow you to 

download the control and programming software directly to a laptop and control the 

components through wi-fi, as opposed to RF or IR? Aurora Multimedia has something like 

this with their WACI series. Here’s their site URL: 

http://auroramultimedia.com/?section=products 

 

11. Why do you think Crestron Software is less versitile? It has linear based code with Simpl+ 

and symbol based code Simpl Windows? This allows the fleixbility of programming types 

and the abiltiy to program any device. Actually, I commented that Extron may be less versatile 

if you’re designing a very complex system. Crestron software is extremely versatile in 

comparison but with that versatility comes complexity. Not just anyone can jump in and start 

programming Crestron systems from the ground up. You can do virtually anything with SIMPL 

and SIMPL+, IF you know how. For simpler systems, I’d have to give Extron the edge just 

because you don’t have to be a company-certified programmer to use it. 

 

 

12. Do You have any experience with the SP Controls Network Room Controller NRC? It 

seems to fall into the rage of products you mentioned. Do you have any thought or 

observations on it? I haven’t used the NRC. My presentation did include the wall panel IR 

controller from SP Controls, the one in the Pixie family. I put that into the activities room that 

http://www.unicamgroup.com/downloads/3%20-%20Audio%20Authority/Suppliments/1171%20-%20SixDrive%20HD%20Distribution.pdf
http://www.unicamgroup.com/downloads/3%20-%20Audio%20Authority/Suppliments/1171%20-%20SixDrive%20HD%20Distribution.pdf
http://auroramultimedia.com/?section=products


needed VERY simple control for the masses. I do find the color coded control pucks on the NRC 

an interesting concept. 


